ART. VIII The Misericords of Carlisle Cathedral: their carver and his psyche
By THIRLIE GRUNDY, B.A. (HONS) F.A., F.R.S.A.
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S the attempt progressed to up-date the catalogue of misericord titles, first
compiled by the Misses Henderson in 1893, 1 a picture of the carver himself
began to emerge. Since 1401, when his work is thought to have commenced,' his
language of symbolism has languished and what would have been obvious to
medieval scholars is to us now totally obscure. Wings, bodies, tails and other
attributes were imbued with mystery, magic and experimental science and used by
illustrators in a stylised manner (Appendix 1) 3 like pieces from a Meccano set. By
unscrambling their coded messages, it became possible to appreciate the exactitude
of the Carlisle images. This led to the realisation that, in comparison to other sets of
apparently random topics, Carlisle owns a unique and important collection of
scholarly-developed intellectual ideas, ranging from concepts of the devil to the
Virgin and her angelic throng. Although misericord carvings are quite rightly not
placed in the category of high art, 4 one feels that the Carlisle carver himself pleads
that his work should be valued more highly than most. As relevant documentary
evidence proved to be virtually non-existent, the following research, questions and
hypothetical answers are both prompted and endorsed by the carvings themselves.
Misericord carvers in general are considered by most historians to have been
itinerant, illiterate apprentices 5 who were allowed to carve areas of great
unimportance. Their images were to be leaned against and sat upon, not venerated
and worshipped, 6 and could therefore be chosen by themselves. Misericord subjectmatter accordingly encompassed such subjects as the consumption of ale, street
fighting, domestic quarrelling, and both natural and unnatural activities. But the
Carlisle carver chose topics from hand-written Bestiary Books which contained tales
about mythical men, women, animals and birds.? These stories, translated over the
centuries from Greek and Arabic into Latin and other European languages, 8 were
copied and illustrated by scribes all over the continent. 9 In the 1400s, the texts in
Carlisle would have been in either Latin or French in order to accommodate both
the Latin-speaking clergy and the French-speaking Normans. 1 ° Extracts were taken
from works like Jerome's Vulgate (The Triple Siren, Fig. 1); Aesop's Fables (The Fox
and the Goose, Fig. 2); and Jacobus de Voragine's Golden Legend (The Angel
Hierarchy, Fig. 14), 11 which could have formed part of any Cathedral School
Library. Identical designs to some of those in Carlisle can therefore be found as far
apart as Darlington in County Durham (The Flight of Alexander, Fig. 3) carved at
around the same time, and St David's in Pembroke (St Margaret of Antioch (Fig. 4),
carved some fifty years later.
The extent to which carvers of these Bestiary subjects understood the symbolic
nature of the composite images can be judged by checking their carvings against
their literary counterparts. This, of course, becomes almost impossible if the carver
has made his work indecipherable by adding too many flourishes of his own.
Misericord birds eat grain, rather than separate it, in Cartmel Priory, and a griffin
eats rather than guards the dead in Nantwich St Mary; but no such errors appear in
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Carlisle, where doves separate the grain with closed beaks (Fig. 5), and a hyena eats
the dead (Fig. 6). Morris comments that there must have been close contact
between many builders and schoolmen, 12 but the carvings seem to suggest that, in
Carlisle, the carver was a schoolman. In Carlisle also, apart from the fact that a
working knowledge of arithmetic was needed in order to be a carpenter/carver in the
first place, much forethought had gone into the selection and subsequent division
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the subject-matter between north and south stalls. Although it appears to be
scattered at random, there is a topical balance between the two, with some subjects
being equally divided and others split in ratios of 1:3 and 3:1 (Appendix 2). Is it by
chance, or superstition, that the set contains nine angels, corresponding to de
Voragine's nine angelic hierarchies; and that the main topics incorporate seven men
and seven women, to name but two instances?
The Carlisle topics are also precariously balanced between good and evil
(Appendix 3), and in addition, form a kind of chronological order from Heaven to
Hell in terms of height (misericord locations on Appendix 4). The main
representative of Hell, the wyvern, with heavy, useless, webbed wings, has the
slippery body of a serpent and a gaping, foul-smelling mouth. The leopard,
associated with goodness, although still earth-bound, is given a higher status with
feathered wings (albeit equally useless), a strong lion's body and a slightly opened
mouth with sweet-smelling breath. Between Earth and Heaven come the birds.
Some, surprisingly, are denied flight by their serpentine bodies (cockatrices) and
ground-based activities (doves, Fig. 5); while others, like vultures, are only allowed
to fly as high as tree branches. Even the most exalted pelicans fly no higher than
their nests. Only griffins, combinations of lions and eagles, fly higher and further
than anything else and then only on missions directed by man, like Alexander's
request for instructions on flight (Fig. 7). After three successive lessons, Alexander
puts out his tongue (Fig. 8), indicating that wicked lies were being told here and that
man's attempts to fly like the birds had failed. But the Golden Legend contained
stories of bodily Assumption after death. 13 Perhaps this was where and when man
flew. The upper region beyond the trees was therefore carefully preserved for the
sole use of souls on their way towards the welcoming angelic throng (Fig. 9) .
Fifty years before, in 1350, angels were womanised, having previously been
represented as sexless men. 14 Illustrators found it difficult to match this new type of
angel with textual descriptions, which demanded that such women were not only
pure but seen to be pure. At the centre of this problem was Aristotle, who declared
that unfortunately women suffered from an abhorrent unclean deformity — their
menstrual cycle. 15 Naturally, the Carlisle carver, following Bestiary instructions,
replaced the potentially offensive lower bodies of the angels with improbable-looking
clouds (Fig. 14). The females who were allowed to keep their lower bodies, albeit
disguised by feathers, were The Fallen Angel (Fig. 10) and The Triple Siren (Fig. 1),
but both were wicked, and the fact that their bodies obviously existed underneath
their disguises added extra awful dimensions to their conceptual images. 16 Similarly,
a long dress was used to hide the impure body of The Harridan (Fig. 11). On the
other hand, the pure St Margaret of Antioch was carved with a saucily-short pleated
skirt (Fig. 4) and was also allowed to be seen naked in her tomb (Fig. 6). She,
however, was a mere fifteen years old and had no doubt, according to tradition, 17
been starved, which delayed the onset of puberty. Such girls were called virgins and
were the kind from which saints were made. But according to French tradition St
Margaret was the patron saint of pregnant women and was therefore depicted
wearing an enormous girdle around her enlarged waist. How was it, then, that the
Carlisle carver, who so admired purity and virginity, chose to carve a saint who was
both unmarried and pregnant?
Most writers considered that a sexual relationship within marriage was either
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tolerable or deplorably inevitable; St Augustine thought continence was the highest
pinnacle of marital love. 18 This begs the question why they could look upon marital
sex with such disfavour but enthuse over the sexual activities of unmarried virgins.
The answer seems to be embedded in medieval transcriptions of earlier writings and
can be traced back to pre-Christian times. Today, the word virgin is taken to mean a
female who has never had sexual intercourse. According to Harris, 19 the word virgin
is a misinterpretation of the Hebrew almah which simply means a young, premenstrual female. This matches descriptions of female martyrs in de Voragine's
Golden Legend, in which they are portrayed as virtuous, small and pale. 20 Warner
explains that young, pre-menstrual females were encouraged to go on nearstarvation diets, which delayed or stopped altogether the onset of menstruation and
kept them small, pale and listless. 21 Their ensuing cleanliness and obedience
enhanced symbolic notions of purity and attractiveness and in a practical sense
diminished, but did not entirely eliminate, their chances of becoming pregnant.
Those who did, it was thought, became so through divine intervention rather than
by the sexual act alone. The Italian poet Guinizelli, writing around 1276, took the
view that intercourse with a virgin was a harmless and natural act between a perfect
man and a perfect woman, and that it harmed the status of neither one. 22 St
Margaret's purity, therefore, was not marred by her condition. With pregnancy
depending as much upon nutrition as on sexual intercourse, it is not surprising to
find that both Pythagoras and Plato claimed to be, and therefore could have been,
the sons of "virgins". 23 In the light of this information, a re-examination of the Siren
(Fig. 1) reveals her true state of bodily neglect. Her plump face and rounded
stomach proclaim that fasting was not a word in her vocabulary.
Whether or not the Carlisle carver considered himself to be the son of a "virgin"
also, we will never know, but this is the man responsible for the misericords in
Carlisle Cathedral (Fig. 12) according to the results of this survey. Shrouded in
symbolism and self-righteous esteem, he offers
himself as part of his package of medieval
modernism. His wooden effigy supports the
devil-wyvern, knowing that it will be protected
by the magical properties of the oak, hostile to
evil spirits. He owns the strong body of a lion,
his tail well away from the ground. A good
misericord lion had a long, foliated tail with
which to sweep away its tracks from the keen
eyes of hunters. 24 The carver chose an
upwardly-waving, thin tail, thereby inferring
that it was not intended to be used to hide his
North 23 supporter The carver.
tracks but to proclaim his presence. However,
his proud status was kept at a temporal level by
the omission of wings. On North 23 (Appendix 4), his effigy and its mirrored image
occupy the most central and well-lit misericord position possible. It cannot be
accidental that they occupy an important lay seat, that of the Mayor, and that they
face the south, bathing in perpetual day and often sun-light. Gimpel, writing about
the cathedral builders in France, comments that carvers were often smitten by a
justifiable pride in their work, 25 which endorses the sentiments expressed in these
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carvings; and Kraus explains that self-portraits are quite common in France. 26 This
seems to be another French tradition to which the carver adhered. It would have
been unusual for the Carlisle carver to have left no trace of himself at all; and as yet
there are no obvious literary texts to otherwise explain these symbolically good,
human-headed lions.
Such authoritative pride could only have exuded from a man who considered
himself to be a master of his craft, and the carving technique suggests the hand of
only one man. The laborious development of style slowly graduates from crude,
measured, square, stone-like leaf and flower designs, which account for well over
half the supporting images, to the more ambitiously-designed animals and birds,
and then to the large central topics. Had some of these been carved by the
apprentice, or carried out under instruction, the harmonious continuity would
have been broken in some way and discrepancies and even errors would have
occurred. Although exactly the same designs can be found on misericords
elsewhere, the technique is, up to now, quite distinctively different. In Carlisle, for
instance, the sweep of wings usually begins and ends with a feather; and although
the carver gave each feather a central mark, he did not achieve the chevron effect
of many other sets which lighten and brighten the display (Appendix 5). His hair
styles are also quite characteristic and avoid a central parting adopted by so many
others. His overall set of images, whether thought of in topical or numerical terms,
is controlled by the same rationale — an obsessive passion for detailed exactitude
according to textual instructions. But could one man have had the time to do all
this work and, if so, how did an educated would-be carver of misericords come to
be in Carlisle ten years after the cathedral building had been completed and when,
according to Summerson and others, 27 the city was more foul-smelling than most,
surrounded by dangerous wasteland and under almost constant siege by the
plundering Scots? Could Bishop William Strickland, the man traditionally charged
with the responsibility for installing the choir stalls, 28 have had a suitable applicant
for the job waiting in the wings?
Carvings cut into the stone walls, arches, niches and capitals of the Cathedral
betray a use of secular imagery since 1225, when the then Norman church was
enlarged in the Early English Gothic style. 29 After the 1292 fire, the edifice was
extensively rebuilt using the Mid-Gothic or Decorated style until its completion in
1390. 30 This work would have been undertaken by Norman-French builders who
had been encouraged since Norman times to settle in towns and cities all over
England in order to carry out ambitious building campaigns. 31 Agreements between
these skilled craftsmen and Church or Cathedral authorities ensured continuous
employment, very often for life. Later workers took advantage of the rules laid down
in the Statute of York 1335 32 which granted them exemption from local taxation and
civic duties if they lived within a jurisdiction or order, such as a Cathedral authority.
These often long-standing family communities would therefore have been both
protected and isolated from the outside world by the barriers of non-involvement,
non-tax-payment (and therefore higher wages) and, of course, the barrier of their
French language. This would have been a handicap within the Cathedral complex
also, as the language of the Church was Latin. However, Latin was taught in
Cathedral porch Grammar Schools and certainly, by 1342, Robe rt de Eglesfield had
founded Queen's College at Oxford with the intention of providing facilities for the
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youth of Cumberland. 33 Therefore, any boy born within the Carlisle Cathedral
complex after this date could have been quite well-off, bi-lingual and educated.
This on-site theory is strengthened by external events. The year 1337 was the start
of the Hundred Years' War between England and France, which interfered with
both buildings and men on both sides of the Channel. 34 A sustained outbreak of
Black Death from 1347 to 1350 robbed the building industry of even more of its
already depleted masons and carpenters. 35 England did not escape; but while work
elsewhere in the country came to an abrupt halt for quite a long time, Carlisle,
arrested in the middle of its building campaign, paused only slightly before carrying
on in the same style as before. 36 As a change of style indicates improved
techniques, 37 there were therefore no improved techniques used, which implies a
continuation of the existing methodical workforce. There is no evidence to suggest
that the comparatively sho rt stoppage came about because Carlisle suffered less than
elsewhere, but the area's natural isolation, together with the more isolated lifestyle of
the cathedral builders, could explain how a modest group managed to survive. In
1353, only three years after the abatement of disease, Bishop Welton began annual
appeals for funds to support the building programme. In 1363, Bishop Appleby
continued to appeal for funds on an annual basis until long after 1370. 38 By 1390,
the external work was finished, 39 having taken almost one hundred years to
complete.
However, according to Bagley, 40 this was not the end of the story. Once the
timbered roof was in place and the masons and carpenters had finished their main
tasks, they then had to cut the decoration on the capitals and arches. While
stonemasons were therefore still employed, carpenters were also still needed to erect
the scaffolding for the in-situ stone carving 41 although, according to Morris, 42
stonemasons and carpenters were very often one and the same. Whether the capitals
were carved in situ or beforehand in Carlisle, the internal decorations could have
been finalised at the same leisurely pace (or with the same dwindling workforce) as
before, over the next ten years. It took yet another eighteen years for the stall-work
to be completed, from 1401 to 1419, which, theoretically, gives an average of well
over four months for each stall unit. In order to keep up, the carver would also have
had to produce one misericord every four months: time enough, one would have
thought, to carve other areas as well.
This man's apprenticeship could have been served on the Carlisle site. The leaves,
birds, animals and human figures cut into the stone of the pre-1390 capitals act as
immediate precursors to his misericord imagery. On one of the capitals (Appendix
4) a Christianised angel, who owns a reed pipe, a drum and a rhythm stick, provides
a link with a similar angel on misericord North 6, who owns a drum and two
drumsticks. This latter depiction paganises the image and makes it more acceptable
in misericord terms. Other winged creatures also provide direct links between capital
and misericord imagery. Bulbous geometric leaves used as supporters on some
misericords can be seen on the southernmost capital facing the east window and
could have been the starting point for a would-be misericord carver. To become a
master himself, the apprentice could either obtain promotion from a lower rank or
be apprenticed for seven years. Or he could have been born into the craft. 43 It would
seem that by 1401, an educated apprentice living within the Carlisle complex could
have satisfied not one, but all conditions.
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Two more traditions followed the ranking of master: the appointment of his own
apprentice and the acquisition of a wife. 44 It is obvious from the carving that the
apprentice was of about the carver's own age, but neither the carver's work nor his
thinking suggest that he had a wife of any age, nor any carnal knowledge of the
female form. This could mean that there was a paucity of women within the
Cathedral complex and that he neither married nor left issue. Nor would he ever
have expected his work to be viewed — still less analysed — by a woman in the very
heart of the Cathedral establishment. His appreciative audience was the maledominated clergy and, in deference to their pious calling, his purely decorative,
misogynous images avoided scriptural connotations. In devotional terms, the angels
would not have held a lucky horseshoe (Fig. 14), and St Margaret would not have
worn a short dress (Figs. 4 & 9). His work therefore displeased neither the Church
authorities nor the canons who owned the seats, but did much to satisfy the carver's
own commitment to scholarly craftmanship.
Despite the fact that the carver could have been born, bred, educated, apprenticed
and mastered in the Norman-French tradition within the Carlisle Cathedral
complex, his work has nothing whatsoever to do with the Carlisle area. Nor did his
scholarship extend to an interest in real nature in the surrounding countryside. He
even ignored the local St Margaret of Scotland, who held a black cross and visited
the sick, in favour of St Margaret of Antioch. In her tomb he placed a distaff, the
emblem of Woman, 45 which, according to French tradition, was usually placed in
the coffins of French queens. 46 With his constant adherence to French traditions,
could the carver, after all, have come straight from Normandy?
Arguments for a specially-invited or itinerant carver are, up to now,
unconvincing. Had a newly-appointed or experienced master been attracted to
Carlisle from, say, York, London or even Normandy, despite the scarcity of such
men at the time, his accordingly high salary would perhaps have been too great a
burden for such an impoverished area to bear. Misericord carving was, after all,
purely decorational. Nor would an already accomplished carver have shown such a
laborious transition from stone to wood. Although many masons and carpenters did
move from site to site and from country to country, they did so in order to learn
new techniques and improve their lives. 47 Neither reason is justified as far as
Carlisle and its turbulent reputation is concerned. Nor would the work of an
itinerant stranger, judging by misericords elsewhere, still radiate a sense of
belonging and pride with which the Carlisle carvings are imbued - not the so rt of
belonging which connects itself to its surrounding area, but the kind which adheres
to a solid pocket of scholarship. The carver's misericord work spills over to
encompass the armrests, where angels and foliate designs take it in turns to
separate the stalls. In the darkened north-west and south-west corners, large
geometric heads fill the spaces; and a replica of the North 8 misericord, Lady of All
the World, is Christianised, by removing its mistletoe, and placed as a boss in the
centre of the choir screen arch. This volume of work must have consumed the
carver's entire working life. Elsewhere, over the years, Bishops have ordered some
misericords to be destroyed because of their unsuitability, and iconoclasts have
destroyed others. But the Carlisle carver considered himself to be part of the history
of the Cathedral he had helped to fashion, and left his nameless effigy in a
prominent position in an attempt to make sure that others thought so too.
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APPENDIX 1
Misericord symbolism
BEARDS:^a) differentiate between men and boys/women

b) on animals: identify tigers
BITING:^a) birds = encourages moulting
b) animals = encourages sloughing of skin
Both should result in rejuvenation.
BLOOD:^a) serpents = cold blooded
b) animals/humans = warm blooded
Hidden depths: where warm and cold blood meet, they boil,
causing eruptions/temper.
BODIES:^a) lion's body = strength
b) serpent's body = weakness/wickedness
BUMPS:^crocodile-like — unpleasant — boils
FEATHERS:^(other than on birds)
a) disguise evil
b) stage dress of angels (another disguise)
FEET:^a) webbed = geese/swans
b) 3-toed = de-Paganised to comply with Christian
3-in-1 doctrine = on birds and animals
c) bare feet = angels/humans
d) covered feet = saints
HEADS:^a) of eagles = strength
b) two-headed = deceit
c) two half-headed* = 2 sides of the same head = either purely
decorational or indicating two different roles.
LEGS:^of eagles = strength
LIONS:^symbols of courage
MANES:^identify lions
MOUTHS:^a) wide open = evil, hot, bad breath
b) slightly agape = good, warm, sweet breath
c) with extended tongues = lies being told
TAILS:^a) serpent-like/with bumps = evil
b) lion-like and foliated = good
c) lion-like and vertical = good/pleased
WINGS:^a) of eagles = strength
b) feathered = usually attached to good creatures.
Could reach Heaven depending upon the owner.
c) webbed = evil, black, useless for flight.
Keeps owner at a very low height, as far away
from Heaven as possible.
* No creatures in the Carlisle set own two bodies — they are two sides of the same
body.
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APPENDIX 2
Allocation of misericords in Car lisle Cathedral between north and south

NORTH 6^ANGELS^
NORTH 16^
NORTH 21^

SOUTH 1
SOUTH 15
SOUTH 16

NORTH 7^FOX AND GOOSE^SOUTH 12
NORTH 19^FOX AND VULTURE ^ SOUTH 3
NORTH 11^LION AND WYVERN^SOUTH 23
NORTH 5^ELEPHANT AND DRAGON^SOUTH 21
NORTH 10^PELICAN AND HER PIETY ^SOUTH 17
NORTH 2^HOOPOE BIRD
NORTH 3^LION AND THE LAMB
NORTH 13 (7 single LINDWORM
NORTH 14 subjects) DOVES SELECTING GRAIN
NORTH 17^VULTURES
NORTH 18^CALADRIUS BIRD
NORTH 20^THE BEAST IN MAN
THE BEAST IN WOMAN^SOUTH 8
MARTICHORA or TIGER (man-eating) SOUTH 4
PARD or LEOPARD (good)^SOUTH 7
LEOPARD (evil)^ SOUTH 10
THE FALLEN ANGEL (7 single SOUTH 13
THE HAIRY WOODWOSE subjects) SOUTH 14
THE TRIPLE SIREN SOUTH 22
NORTH 23^WYVERNS^
(ratio 1:3)^
MARGARET OF ANTIOCH
NORTH 1^ST
^
(ratio 1:3)

^

SOUTH 2
SOUTH 5
SOUTH 6
SOUTH 18
SOUTH 19
SOUTH 20

NORTH 4^THE FLIGHT OF ALEXANDER^SOUTH 9
NORTH 15 (ratio 3:1)
NORTH 22
SOUTH 11
NORTH 9^GRIFFINS^
NORTH 12 ( ? )
NORTH 8 ^ THE GOLDEN BOUGH (odd one out!)
23

23^

misericords

misericords^
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APPENDIX 3
Division of good versus evil subjects between north and south choir-stalls
GOOD SUBJECTS:^POSITION OF CHOIR STALL ^QUANTITY:

(from Heaven to Earth)^NORTH or SOUTH
^
^
The Golden Bough
north 8
1
^
^
Angels
north 6
south 1
^
north 16
south 15
^
north 21
south 16^6
^
^
St. Margaret of Antioch
north 1
south 19
south 20^3
The Flight of Alexander north 4
north 15
north 22 3
^
Griffins^
north 9
south 11
^
north 12
3
^
^
The Pelican & Her Piety ^north 10
south 17
2
^
Doves Separate Grain ^north 14
1
^
^
The Caladrius Bird
north 18
1
^
^
The Hoopoe Bird
north 2
1
^
^
The Good Leopard
south 7
1

The Hairy Woodwose^
Ratio:

^

south 14

^

14^9

^

1

23

EVIL SUBJECTS:
(from low flight to below ground)
Alexander Tells Lies^
south 9^ 1
Vultures^
north 17^
1
The Fox & the Vulture/Goose ^north 7^south 3
north 19^south 12^ 4
The Fallen Angel^
south 13^ 1
The Beast in Man^ north 20^
1
The Beast in Woman^
south 8^ 1
The Triple Siren^
south 22^ 1
The Elephant and Dragon^north 5^south 21^ 2
Man-eating Tiger^
south 4^ 1
The Lion & the Lamb^north 3^
1
Lion & Wyvern Fight ^north 11^south 23^ 2
The Evil Leopard^
south 10^ 1
Lindworm^
north 13^
1
Wyverns^
north 23^south 2
south 5
south 6^4
Hyena eats the Dead^
south 18^1

Ratio:^9^:^14^=^23
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